
Dear Parents/Guardians,  

 We are once again off to a great start this school year!  Our sixth graders have settled into 

their new school environment quite well, and they have all become experts at opening their lockers.  

I continue to be impressed with the large turnout at Open House, which is indicative of the over-

whelming parent support at GCMS.   That support helps make Grover Cleveland Middle School a 

wonderful place for students to grow and learn.  Your involvement is encouraged and is greatly ap-

preciated.   

There are many exciting changes in GCMS that students and teachers will benefit from this 

year and in years to come. We have made advances in our technology by installing wireless access 

points in every classroom. As a BYOD (“Bring you own device) school, these wireless access points 

will increase teachers’ and students’ wireless access throughout the building. Many classrooms are 

taking full advantage of technology by “going digital” and engaging students through Google class-

rooms. A digital classroom allows teachers and students to communicate with each other, create 

and organize assignments, and provide feedback when and where it is required. The use of Google 

classroom and increases in our technology infrastructure supports our goal in preparing our stu-

dents for the 21st Century. 

Towards the end of last school year, Grover Cleveland Middle School was selected to re-

ceive the installation of an active learning classroom through the Active Learning Center (ALC) pro-

gram, a grant initiative launched in 2014 by Steelcase Education. This program empowers educa-

tors to implement active learning strategies by leveraging classroom space.  The grant provided 

GCMS with furniture, integrated technology, installation, and training valued at over $50,000. The 

Active Learning Classroom is now being used for our new pilot iSTEM class. iSTEM  infuses our 8th 

grade Science curriculum with design challenges and the principles of Science-Technology-

Engineering-Mathematics (STEM).   

The Active Learning Center grant isn’t the only grant that has been awarded to GCMS this 

school year. Over the summer I was informed that GCMS was being awarded a Sustainable New 

Jersey grant, funded by the New Jersey Department of Health, and Play Unified grant funded 

through NJ Special Olympics. These grants will provide funding for our renovated wellness center 

and after-school “intermural-type” activities for our students.  

GCMS is one of twenty-nine schools and school districts in New Jersey to receive a Sus-

tainable Jersey for Schools Small Grant at the $4,000. The grant will support our “HEALTHY US, 

HEALTHY YOU” program by providing funds to purchase fitness equipment for our renovated auxil-

iary gym (wellness center). The wellness center will be available to all students and staff and sup-

port group and individualized fitness/wellness programs. Our “HEALTHY US, HEALTHY YOU” pro-

gram will be extended to educate faculty, staff, and family and community members on the im-

portance of exercise and living a healthy lifestyle.  The wellness room will be available for student 

and faculty before, during, and after school.  

 The Project Unified grant was awarded to GCMS by the Special Olympics of New Jersey. 

Project Unified provides funding for programs that support sports, education and leadership initia-

tives through inclusive co-curricular, intermural recreational activities. Project Unified helps schools 

create an environment that values and recognizes the gifts and contributions of every student. We 

are in the early planning stages of the program, but parents and students should anticipate an after 

school “intermural” activities schedule to be announced within the next few months. 
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T h e  C l e v e l a n d  C o u r i e r  

 If you’re looking for some great morning news to watch while sipping your morning coffee, 

why not tune in to the new GCMS Morning News broadcast? Students in Ms. Baglivio’s Communi-

cation cycle class produce, record, and edit this daily news broadcast that informs the GCMS com-

munity of important school events, but also provides updates on weather, arts, and sports. The 

GCMS Morning News is viewed by students and staff each morning during homeroom. If you’re 

interested in watching the news, the broadcast can be found daily on the school website at 

www.cwcboe.org/gcms  

 Included in this fall’s Newsletter is information regarding the district’s security and crisis 

plan.  It is important as a school and as a community to continually revisit school security and safety 

procedures.  The District Crisis Plan is reviewed and updated annually in consultation with local 

police and emergency personnel, and follows state and Federal Guidelines.  Please take a moment 

to review this important communication.  

     I would like to introduce the following new staff members to the GCMS team this year: 

Christine Joannidis – Maternity-Leave Math – Grade 7 

Marcella Staropoli – Maternity-Leave Language Arts – Grade 6 

Jennifer Villegas – Maternity-Leave Spanish 

Rebecca Vecchione – Special Education teacher (previously at Lincoln School) 

Margot Kolator – Math Teacher (previously at Lincoln School) 

We appreciate your continued support, and encourage all of you to continue to play an active role in 

your children’s lives.  Together we can help our children achieve great things and ensure that their 

experience at Grover Cleveland Middle School is a positive one. 

Sincerely,  

James A. Brown 

Principal 

Principal's Newsletter  . . . continued 

Important Phone Numbers 
 

 973-228-9115  
Mr. James A. Brown, Principal 

Mrs. Lynne Ely, Secretary 
  

973-228-9115  
Mr. Scott Chamberlain, Vice-Principal 

Mrs. Thea Colacurcio, Secretary & Attendance  
 

973-228-1994  
Mrs. Barbara Walsh, Secretary, Guidance  

 
973-228-7472  

Mrs. Betty Gakos, Certified School Nurse  
36 Academy Road 
Caldwell, NJ 07006 

BE SURE TO CHECK THE GCMS 
VIRTUAL BACKPACK FOR WEEK-
LY CORRESPONDENCES http://
www.cwcboe.org/Page/5666: 

http://www.cwcboe.org/Page/5666
http://www.cwcboe.org/Page/5666
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Studies classes have been analyzing primary and sec-
ondary sources to learn about Abolitionists and Slav-
ery.  The classes are creating stamps to honor Harriet 
Tubman and are beginning an investigation into the 
causes of the Civil War and a character study of Presi-
dent Abraham Lincoln. 

Sixth Grade Math 

In math, the sixth grade students are 
beginning the school year with a unit 
on Integers and the Coordinate 
Plane.  They are learning the proce-
dures of the classroom, as well as 
getting acquainted with the “write-in” 
textbooks and its online resources.  They will be using 
new “common core” workbooks and practicing simulated 
test problems on Aleks, as well.  The students will be 
completing several hands-on and group activities 
throughout the unit.  This will lead us into our annual 
“Pumpkin-ology” event in late October.  We are off to a 
great start in math! 

 

Sixth Grade Science 

In science, we began the year with a look at the Geolog-
ic Time Scale - a record of Earth's history - by creating a 
scale time line 46 meters long!  Students will learn about 
the rock cycle, tectonic plates, Earth’s geologic history, 
and more through class discussions, video animations, 
and hands-on activities.  We will soon 
explore how weathering and erosion 
change Earth’s surface.  We are look-
ing forward to a fun and rewarding ex-
perience in science this year! 

 

 

 

Sixth Grade Language Arts 

In Language Arts, we started off the year with our 
"Coming of Age" unit. Among reading different short 
stories that share this as a theme, we did an activity 
where each 6th grader made a pledge to better them-
selves for this upcoming school year. 
This, "New School, New Start", activ-
ity had the students come up with a 
goal related to academics, friend-
ships, or personal habits and write 
two paragraphs explaining why and 
how they will go about achieving 
their personal pledge. On top of that, they each filled 
out a paper hand stating their pledge and attached it to 
our "New School, New Start" bulletin board in the 6th 
grade hallway. This was a fun and interactive activity 
that helped the students transition into middle school 
and help them gain an understanding that they all get a 
clean slate and to start the year off on the right foot. 

 

Sixth Grade Social Studies 

In sixth grade social studies, stu-
dents will begin the year by study-
ing the pre-civil war time period.  
Classes will explore the differences 

between northern and southern life in America, as well 
as identify the issues that eventually led to the Civil 
War.  Throughout the year, students will take part in 
activities and that connect their own lives as well as 
current events to the historical time periods being stud-
ied. 

Student History Detectives in Mrs. Perkins’s Social 

Welcome to the 2015-2016 school year! While the beautiful summer weather winds down 

and fall rolls in, the H.S.A. volunteers are working hard to set things in motion for another 

great school year. The Joe Corbi sale catalogs just went home and we will be considering a 

couple additional fundraisers this year as well.  Our Scholastic Book Fair will run from Mon-

day October 19th – Friday October 23rd. We ask you to encourage your children to come 

and find some great books!   

Please send in your membership dues and consider supporting the fundraisers as they di-

rectly support the cultural arts presentations arranged for each grade throughout the year.    

We encourage everyone to attend and get involved with our H.S.A. meetings held the sec-

ond Tuesday of the month at 7:00pm in the library.  Please contact Lisa Stefanelli 

(lstef401@aol.com) or Charlie Alberta (charlesalberta@gmail.com) if interested.  We hope 

that this is an excellent school year for you and your children!  

-Lisa Stefanelli and Charlie Alberta 

H.S.A. Co-Presidents’ Message 
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modern document modeled after 

a historical document. 

LANGUAGE ARTS 

 

All 7th grade language arts clas-

ses are currently working on a 

reading and writing unit that is 

centered around social justice. 

Throughout this unit, students 

will be discussing individuality, 

conformity, tolerance, and diver-

sity. Additionally, students will 

review various note taking tech-

niques such as constructing 

marginal annotations, utilizing 

post-it notes, forming reflective 

journal entries, and responding 

to reading guide prompts. This 

introductory unit will lay the 

foundation for upcoming novels 

and essay assignments.  

 

SCIENCE 

Our students have just complet-
ed a mini-unit on the nature of 
science, which has introduced 
them to the science that deals 
with living things – biology.  
They have discovered that the 
various practices of scientists, 
such as asking questions, de-
signing investigations, analyzing 
and interpreting data, construct-
ing explanations, and engaging 
in argument from evidence, are 
what drive the scientific process.  
Students completed their “I am a 
Scientist” project whereby they 
researched a field of science 
that interests them and explored 
the science skills 
and characteris-
tics that are nec-
essary for a ca-
reer in this field.  
We are currently 
discovering the 
invisible world 
using the micro-
scope and we will 

soon begin our study of the 
cell.  During the first marking 
period, students will explore 
the structure and function of 
cells, while learning about 
important cell processes.  
They will use a variety of 
items as cell models and will 
observe what happens when a 
cell’s environment changes. 

 

SPANISH 

Seventh grade Spanish is off 

to a great start. Students have 

reviewed common classroom 

commands in Spanish (Frases 

Útiles) and are expanding on 

the school theme. They can 

discuss school supplies and 

soon will be describing their 

subjects, teachers as well as 

current and future school in-

terests. 

 

CYCLE COURSES- ART 

The sev-

enth 

graders 

began 

the year 

by learning how to draw using 

one point perspective. This is 

a useful tool for them as, it 

can be employed in almost 

anything they need to draw. 

From there, they are learning 

to about color and how to mix 

at least 30 different colors. 

Both projects culminate in a 

landscape painting that they 

will draw using one point per-

spective and they will paint it 

using their knowledge of color 

mixing. they will use the pri-

mary colors, white to create 

MATHEMATICS 

The students 

in Pre-

Algebra 7 

have had a 

great start to 

the year!  They are currently 

studying concepts considered 

the foundation of algebra.  This 

includes numerical and algebra-

ic expressions, properties of 

numbers, the coordinate plane, 

and relations.  The students 

practiced plotting points by cre-

ating a picture on a coordinate 

plane.  

In Introduction to Pre-Algebra 7, 

we started off our year by learn-

ing about rates and proportional 

reasoning. The students learned 

about rates and unit rates. They 

learned about how they apply to 

real life through their rates and 

unit rates project. We have also 

been working on converting unit 

rates, solving complex fractions, 

and being able to determine the 

difference between a proportion-

al and nonproportional relation-

ship.  

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

We have been exploring the five 

themes of geography over the 

first month of school.  The stu-

dents also started thinking about 

the “why of life”.  This is the first 

step towards understanding the 

world around us, not just memo-

rizing facts for a test.  October 

will see the Seventh Graders 

learning about the foundations 

of the American Democracy 

through research, primary docu-

ments, and the creation of a 

T h e  C l e v e l a n d  C o u r i e r  
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8th Grade News 

iSTEM / Science 

Students in Mr. Bishop's iSTEM 

classes have had only positive 

things to say about their new 

classroom and course. Com-

ments have included such things 

as "This is what a college class-

room must feel like"; "This room 

is so cool!"; "Can I take one of 

these chairs home?" "The only 

thing missing is the flatscreen TV 

and we could complete our man-

cave!". 

They have been learning about 

the 8-STEP Engineering Design 

Process and have participated in 

challenges that enhance each 

step. They have discovered the 

positive aspects of "Failure" and 

how failure does not mean disas-

ter but an opportunity for learn-

ing. The students have quickly 

taken the concept of failure and 

turned it around as a way to suc-

ceed at designing successful 

prototypes to solve problems. So 

far they have collaborated in 

teams to design the perfect bar of 

soap, they made bridge spans 

out of small scraps of paper (and 

I mean really small!!) that could 

support over 2 pounds of weight, 

and designed a tool to rescue a 

ping pong ball "baby" that fell 

down a well. The laughter and 

enthusiasm coming from the 

room is infectious, and the stu-

dents are eagerly awaiting the 

next challenge. The students are 

also quickly adapting to our 

"paperless" classroom where 

most assignments, lecture notes, 

design challenges, and labs are 

accessed using Google Tools. It 

is truly the future coming to them 

NOW and we are all learning how 

best to experience this classroom 

of the future together.  

Students in Mr. Bishop's Science 

8 class have marveled over their 

new room as well. The open 

space feel is extremely conducive 

to how the labs will run. They have 

experienced the room arranged in a 

lecture set-up and then quickly con-

verted into a group lab set-up by 

simply rolling tables and chairs 

around. They have begun the year 

investigating Speed, Velocity, and 

Acceleration and have been intro-

duced to the CPO Physics equip-

ment that they will utilize often this 

marking period. There have been 

numerous opportunities for stu-

dents to collaborate in teams using 

individual whiteboards and then 

sharing data with the class on a 

presentation easel. The students 

are equally learning how to access 

and work within our "paperless" 

classroom as that is the wave of the 

future in education. The experience 

has been truly a positive one and 

that will only continue as the year 

progresses. 

Language Arts 

Students will begin working on their 

first writing assignment of the year, 

which consists of their goals that 

they would like to accomplish this 

year.  This assignment will then 

springboard us into various types of 

short stories 

Spanish 

The eighth grade Spanish classes 

started the school year by success-

fully reviewing phrases that will help 

students navigate the classroom.  

Students are currently expanding 

their vocabulary by being exposed 

to new information about family, 

occupations, and professions.  

They have also been introduced to 

a new Textbook series, DESCU-

BRE, which will allow them to have 

access to their textbook, and class-

work online. 

Math 

The Pre-Algebra and Algebra clas-

ses have begun the year by doing 

some review of seventh grade math. 

The Pre-Algebra classes started off 

with a review of addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division of rational 

numbers.  They then used this to 

help them with solving one step and 

two-step equations dealing with ra-

tional coefficients.  Then they started 

working on how to write equations 

when given a word problem and will 

transfer that on to word problems 

dealing with equations that will have 

variables on both sides of the equals 

sign. At the end of chapter 2, the 

students will be solving multi-step 

equations. 

The Algebra classes have done a 

short review of expressions and 

equations and were introduced more 

into functions.  They learned about 

how to write a function from a graph 

as well as how to identify the Domain 

and Range of the function.  They 

then will have a short review on oper-

ations dealing with rational numbers 

and discuss like terms and how to 

combine them as well as review the 

properties of equations. 

Social Studies 

In Mr. McLaughlin’s Social Studies 

class, we are finishing up our first unit 

on the Birth of Civilization.  We have 

explored how early humans devel-

oped and formed around River Valley 

Civilizations.  Our classroom is 

(almost) entirely paperless by utilizing 

Google Drive, Google Classroom, 

Turnitin.com, and EdConnect (online 

tests).  Students have adapted well to 

the digital classroom and appear to 

be more organized by keeping all of 

their class materials in Google Drive.  

Reading and writing like a historian 

will be emphasized strongly by en-

gaging with primary and secondary 

sources.  We will also be diving fur-

ther into the class material by engag-

ing in various discussion-based 

games. 
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T h e  C l e v e l a n d  C o u r i e r  

Harassment, Intimidation & Bullying: 101 
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Notes from the Nurse 
Welcome back to a busy school year. Let’s try our best to keep our students healthy, feeling well and 
ready to learn. 

Please remind your children to: 

 Wash their hands and/or use the hand sanitizers that are available in the GCMS hallways. It is one of 

the most effective ways to prevent the spread of germs. 

 Sleep at least 9 hours per night. It will help your child be more alert and help support their immune 

system to help them stay healthy. 

 Eat a healthy breakfast. Studies show that students who eat breakfast perform better in school. 

       Bring a refillable water bottle to school daily. The water fountains have a special design to aid in bottle 
refill. 

 

Parents please remember to: 

 Call the front office at (973) 228-9115 to advise us if your child is going to be late or absent that day. 

Mrs. Karlsen is our attendance secretary. 

 Make sure all inhalers that are held by your child for self administration are labeled with their name. 

Please provide the nurse with an Asthma Treatment Plan if your child is using an inhaler in school. 

 Take a look at Teen Food & Fitness issues which can be downloaded the school website. Hard cop-

ies should be posted in the classrooms, halls and nurse’s office.  They offer healthy eating, recipes 
and exercise tips for students and families. 

 

Please contact Mrs.Gakos MA,BSN, NJ-CSN  at 973-228-7472, 973-228-9115 or bgakos@cwcboe.org 
with any health updates or concerns. 

mailto:bgakos@cwcboe.org
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T h e  C l e v e l a n d  C o u r i e r  

Caldwell-West Caldwell Public Schools 
Crisis and Security Plans 

CALDWELL-WEST CALDWELL PUBLIC SCHOOLS  

SECURITY AND CRISIS PLANS  

While the Caldwell-West Caldwell Schools are located in an area of relative safety, it 

remains essential that we plan preventative measures for student and staff security 

and initiate responses if a safety violation occurs.  

The Board of Education has made safety and security a priority district goal and has 

charged the administration to develop specific plans for implementation. The following 

information summarizes the procedures that are currently enacted within our schools 

and how they will affect parents.  

I. SECURITY PLAN  

a) Locked Doors  

All exterior doors are locked after students enter the building each morning. A door 

locking system is installed on the exterior doors.  

Entry to all buildings by parents during the school day is through the designated main 

entrance.  

At Harrison School, all student occupied classrooms are locked from the outside, and 

children are supervised by adults outside the classroom.  

b) Visitor Access  

At the Harrison, elementary, middle, and high schools, parents are directed to press a 

door bell that will ring in the main office. A camera at the entranceway transmits to a 

television monitor in the main office so that the office staff can see the parent. Two-

way communication allows for questioning before the door lock is released. Parents 

entering the building will be directed to the main office to sign in, receive a Visitor’s 

Pass, and confirm their appointment.  

Please be advised that the high school is serviced with video surveillance equipment 

throughout the building and on the exterior of the building as an added security meas-

ure. The district acknowledges the assistance of the West Caldwell Township in collab-

orating on grants to fund this initiative.  

c) Identification Badges  

All district employees, including substitute teachers and contracted personnel, are re-

quired to wear identification badges during work hours to verify their status.  

II. CRISIS PLAN  

While our security plan attempts to prevent safety violations, our Crisis Management 

Plan directs the actions to be implemented if a violation actually occurs.  
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Our Crisis Management Plan covers the following emergencies:  

1. Bomb Threat:  

 a) Suspicious Packages  

 b) Hazardous Materials/Toxic Spills  

 c) Disturbances/Demonstrations  

2. Intruders in the Building  

3. Weapons in the Building  

4. Hostage Situation  

5. Kidnapping  

6. Self-Harming Behavior  

7. Medical Emergencies  

8. Natural Disasters  

9. Untimely or Accidental Death  

The Crisis Management Plan, which is reviewed and updated annually, was written by school offi-

cials, in consultation with local police, and emergency management, and first aid squad person-

nel and follows State and Federal guidelines. Due to the inclusion of safety-sensitive information, 

the document is not available for public inspection.  

The Crisis Management Plan includes evacuation procedures if students need to vacate the 

school. For extraordinary circumstances, students might be brought to off-site locations in the 

community for their safety. Arrangements have been made with local institutions for this pur-

pose. Parents will be notified by the district’s Honeywell automated telephone calling system with 

pick-up information. Please keep your emergency contact information current with your 

child’s school.  

Some emergencies will require a lockdown or building containment response when the children 

will be held within the locked school building. During these emergencies, the security procedures 

will not allow any parents or visitors into the building until the situation is resolved. If a lockdown 

procedure is implemented, parents will be notified in detail via letter and e-mail about the situa-

tion as well as receiving the Honeywell automated telephone call upon resolution of the situation.  

Again, it is essential to provide the school with accurate and current e-mail information 

if you wish to receive emergency communication via this method.  

Security drills, often observed by the police departments, are conducted monthly at each of our 

schools.  

Under new State law, effective November 1, 2011, all schools will engage in one fire drill and one 

security drill each month. Records of each drill are kept in the Principal’s office.  

For Paren t  Dis t r ibu t ion 2015  
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2015-2016 Yearbook 

Keep on the look out for 

the link to pre-order the 

2015-16 edition of the 

GCMS yearbook on 

GCMS’s web page.  Pre-

orders will be taken 

online, using the Josten’s 

link, which will be open 

the week of 

Oct. 20th. 

2015 B.O.E. Meetings 

OCTOBER 5 PUBLIC CONFERENCE MEETING 

OCTOBER 12 REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

    

NOVEMBER 2 PUBLIC CONFERENCE MEETING 

NOVEMBER 9 REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

    

DECEMBER 7 PUBLIC CONFERENCE MEETING 

DECEMBER 14 REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

  

     2016 

JANUARY 4, REORGANIZATION MEETING/CONFERENCE MTG. 

JANUARY 11 REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

    

FEBRUARY 1 PUBLIC CONFERENCE MEETING 

FEBRUARY 8 REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

    

MARCH 7 PUBLIC CONFERENCE MEETING 

MARCH 14 REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

    

APRIL 4  PUBLIC CONFERENCE MEETING 

APRIL 18 REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

    

MAY 2  RE-APPOINTMENT/PUBLIC CONFERENCE MEETING 

MAY 9  REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

    

JUNE 6  PUBLIC CONFERENCE MEETING 

JUNE 13  REGULAR PUBLIC MONTHLY MEETING 

JUNE 27  SPECIAL PUBLIC MEETING 

Board of Education 

Paula Getty   President 

Tom Adams  Vice President 

John King  Member 

Marie Lanfrank Member 

Dan Cipoletti  Member 


